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GROHE
KITCHEN
At GROHE we understand that your kitchen is a
reflection of you. It’s more than just a space to cook
and clean – it’s where you express yourself, enjoy
yourself and even stretch yourself. That’s why we
have created a range of products that allow your
inner home chef to shine, with professional-grade
functionality that won’t let you down, tailored
features to help you perform better and intelligent
design that reflects your personal taste. With
GROHE collections, your kitchen
can be as individual as you are.
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STOPVALVE

PULL-OUT MOUSSEUR

SPEEDCLEAN

Includes a dishwasher shut-off
valve on the faucet body.

Increases the operating radius of
your faucet.

Remove limescale with a
single wipe.

COMFORTHEIGHT

PROFESSIONAL-SPRAY

FORWARD ROTATING LEVER

Height of the spout allows easy
filling of large pots.

Features a 360° spring arm and
easy switching between the
spray and mousseur.

Forward rotating lever prevents
the lever hitting the backsplash.

PULL-OUT MOUSSEUR
SPRAY

GROHFLEXX

ZERO

With flexible, hygienic GrohFlexx
kitchen santoprene hose.

(Lead+Nickel Free) No contact of
water with lead and nickel due to
isolated inner water ways.

EASYEXCHANGE

EASYDOCK M

AQUAGUIDE

The aerator is easy to install and
de-install using just a coin.

Integrated magnet for seamless
docking of the spray head.

Variable spout end for
adjustment of water flow.

PULL-OUT DUAL SPRAY

EASYDOCK

Increases operating radius of the
faucet and offers easy switching
between mousseur and the
spray.

Guaranteed easy retraction and
smooth docking for your pull-out
spray head, every time.

Increases operating radius
of the faucet and offers
different sprays.

SWIVELSTOP
Limited turn angle
prevents flooding.

GROHE SILKMOVE

GROHE COOLTOUCH

GROHE ECOJOY

Smoothest handling for
effortless precision and
ultimate comfort for
a lifetime.

No scalding on hot
surfaces thanks to 100 %
GROHE CoolTouch.

Save precious resources and
enjoy 100 % water comfort.

GROHE SILKMOVE ES

GROHE STARLIGHT

GROHE WHISPER

The intelligent combination
of energy saving and
effortless water control.

Made-to-last surfaces ranging
from precious matt to shiny like
a diamond.

Innovative water
technology delivering
whisper-quiet acoustics.

GROHE QUICKFIX

GROHE ZERO

Faster, easier and hassle-free,
GROHE QuickFix cuts
installation time by up to 40 %.

No contact of water with lead
and nickel due to isolated inner
water ways.

GROHE QuickFix ® comes with
full-threaded nut.
GROHE QuickFix ® Plus comes with
half-threaded nut.
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HANDS ON
FEATURES
Accommodating your every wish and desire,
GROHE water systems and kitchen faucets include
user-centric features and ingenious details that
make all the difference. More choice, more comfort
and more flexibility; which is why our products are
such a pleasure to use.
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GROHE BATHROOM & KITCHEN KITCHEN K7

GROHE
K7
Sleek and striking, the K7 range offers a
professional-style kitchen faucet in two spout
heights, featuring a 360° turnable spring arm for
maximum flexibility and a solid metal spray which
allows for easy switching between mousseur and
spray function. The K7 range also offers a swivel
spout and variants with extractable dual spray
and side sprays which guarantee the highest
performance levels as well as stunning design.
The K7 collection offers the ultimate flexibility for
kitchens where performance really matters.

32 950 000
Professional sink mixer
with Professional Spray
with Pull-Out Dual Spray
WELS 0 star, 16 ltrs/min
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31 379 000
Professional sink mixer
with Professional Spray
with Pull-Out Dual Spray
WELS 0 star, 16 ltrs/min

32 175 000
Sink mixer
WELS 0 star, 15 ltrs/min
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GROHE
ESSENCE
Choose between two models, one with swivel spout
and one with a solid metal pull-out spray, which offers
easy switching between mousseur and spray. Add in a
choice of two great-looking and durable finishes and
you’ll see that great design doesn’t have to mean
compromise on functionality.

30 269 000 / 30 269 DC0
Sink mixer
high spout
WELS 0 star, 15 ltrs/min
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30 270 000 / 30 270 DC0
Sink mixer high spout
with Pull-Out Dual Spray
WELS 0 star, 16 ltrs/min
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GROHE BATHROOM & KITCHEN KITCHEN ESSENCE PROFESSIONAL

THE COLOURFUL
WORLD OF
ESSENCE PROFESSIONAL
Enhance your kitchen’s performance with the sleek, architectural Essence
Professional tap, designed to bring professional features and convenience to
your scheme. From the 360 degree turnable spring arm to the effortless
EasyDock M magnetic system for the dual-spray metal head, every detail has
been designed with ease of use in mind. Featuring GrohFlexx technology,the
hygienic santoprene hose is not only easy-to-clean but also comes in a choice
of 10 colour finishes to harmonise with any kitchen.
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GROHE BATHROOM & KITCHEN KITCHEN ESSENCE PROFESSIONAL

30 294 000
Professional sink mixer
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min

Combine your Essence Professional (chrome/SuperSteel) with a choice
of 10 hose colour finishes to make it the perfect fit for your kitchen.
Colour options (hose) Order 30 294 000 (chrome) / 30 294 DC0 (SuperSteel) and add a colour of your choice 30 321 + color code
MW0 I Sheer Marble
XC0 I Dark Grey
YF0 I Yellow
YR0 I Orange
DG0 I Red		
DP0 I Pink			
DU0 I Purple
GE0 I Green
TY0 I Blue
HG0 I Dark Brown		
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Colour options:
000 I StarLight Chrome  |   DC0 I SuperSteel
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GROHE
MINTA
A stylish, minimal kitchen doesn’t mean compromising
on performance. The first thing you’ll notice about
GROHE’s Minta faucet is its sleek, clean silhouette, perfect
for a contemporary kitchen. But what you’ll enjoy day after
day is its fantastic flexibility. With a pull-out spray head
with dual spray control it makes cleaning, rinsing and
prepping easy, letting you get the most out of your kitchen.

31 115 000
Sink mixer L-spout
with Pull-Out Spray
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min

32 918 000
Minta sink mixer
with Pull-Out Spray
WELS 0 star 13 ltrs/min
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32 930 000
Sink mixer C-spout
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min
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GROHE BATHROOM & KITCHEN KITCHEN EUROCUBE

GROHE
EUROCUBE
Make a statement with GROHE’s Cubist masterpiece.The
Eurocube’s strong lines and solid, architectural shape
is perfect for modern kitchens where design is at the
forefront. From the lever’s cut-out detailing to the new
professional-grade features, this is a faucet for those who
are both style conscious and serious about their cooking.

31 395 000
Professional sink mixer
with Professional Spray
WELS 0 star, 9 ltrs/min
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31 255 000
Single lever mixer
with Swivel Spout
WEL 0 star, 9 Ltrs/min
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GROHE BATHROOM & KITCHEN KITCHEN EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN

GROHE
EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN
Simplicity is at the heart of good design and functionality.
That’s why GROHE’s Eurosmart Cosmopolitan range
focuses on the essentials to create a collection with
durable details and architectural edge.
Put ergonomics and architectural lines centre-stage in
your kitchen with Eurosmart Cosmopolitan. With this
range simplicity doesn’t mean lack of choice – from the
three height options to the user-friendly swivel spout or
an extractable mousseur spray you’ll find a solution to suit
you and your own contemporary kitchen.

30 193 000
Sink mixer medium spout
WELS 0 star, 13 ltrs/min
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31 188 000
Sink mixer C-spout
with Swivel Stop
WELS 0 star, 9 ltrs/min
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GROHE
EUROSMART
Create a kitchen that the whole family can take pleasure
in with the new GROHE Eurosmart. Effortless control,
unrivalled performance and temperature-safe operation
combine in a sleek contemporary design. The solid
cylindrical body, the elegant curve of the spout – the
new Eurosmart range looks great while offering huge
versatility. In a variety of two heights, with a useful swivel
spout and the option of our water-saving GROHE EcoJoy
feature or the energy-saving cold-start cartridge GROHE
SilkMove ES, Eurosmart is bound to fit in with your busy
family kitchen.
Take your kitchen to the next level with the new
Eurosmart pull-out kitchen faucet. Equipped with the
basic features of Eurosmart and adding a functional
pull-out dual spray, Eurosmart pull-out will help you
do your daily kitchen tasks with just the tip of your finger.
The pull-out dual spray gives you a greater operating
radius of the faucet while offering an easy switching
between two sprays. The EasyDock mechanism
guarantees easy retraction and smooth docking for your
spray head, every time. Eurosmart pull-out comes with
a shiny chrome surface or a matt SuperSteel finish to fit
your kitchen perfectly.

30 305 000
Sink mixer
with Pull-Out Spray
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min
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32 534 002
Sink mixer
with Easy Exchange
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min
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GROHE
BAULINES
Stunning simplicity defines the GROHE Bau. The cylindrical spout
creates a lightness of design ideal for architectural schemes
without compromising performance. The comfortable height and
smooth turn mechanism ensures vital flexibility. The range variety
offers a well-suiting faucet for your classical, contemporary or
cosmopolitan kitchen.

31 231 000
BauCurve
Kitchen sink mixer
WELS 0 star, 11 ltrs/min

31 450 000
BauEdge
Kitchen sink mixer
WELS 0 star, 15 ltrs/min
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31 230 000
BauFlow
Kitchen sink mixer
WELS 0 star, 10 ltrs/min

31 232 000
BauLoop
Kitchen sink mixer
WELS 0 star, 10 ltrs/min
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